
BUY TO LET
WORKSHOP



I'm Tej and I founded a Recruitment 

Company age 23, with no previous

experience. Prior to that, I was solely

responsible for the digital offering of a

Medical Communications Agency working

with the Top 15 Pharmaceutical companies,

globally. 

 

I've studied abroad in North Carolina

(literally a year of eating fried chicken), I

love travelling around Italy, have danced

Bhangra in front of 4,500 people. 

 

I've spent 6 months 'learning' property, and

9 months as a full time Investor &

Podcaster.

 

ABOUT ME
MY STORY



MY GROWTH
£0 TO £1.3M IN 8
MONTHS.
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I have grown considerably quickly,

acquiring a large number of houses

(15) in quick succession. It has been

very challenging and I've learnt so

much.

 

This is down to my network,

relationships and Investors who fund

my purchases. I can teach you to do

the same, if not better.



GENERAL OVERVIEW
THIS IS WHAT 
WE WILL COVER

Buying Analysis +

Finance

Refurbishment Letting/Selling Building

Wealth



Each of these headings has it's

own chapter that we go through

in great detail.

Workshop
guide

Your goals, your whys and building a strategy upon these

Current financial situation assessment 

Determine your risk appetite in property

What area to invest in, why and how

Your strategy to invest in and how (Capital Appreciation/Cash flow)

Deal sourcing (agents, d2v, auctions + more)

Potential funding sources and how to attract them

Property 101: basics of buying, finding, offering

Agent relationships

Detailed deal analysis with my spreadsheet to recycle your money

Working with sourcers

Finding your power-team (or using mine) 

The stats of investing and the reality

Conveyancing: basics of legalities and working with Solicitors 

How to invest far from home

Mindset: BIG factor in your success 

Mindset of money 

Property structure and viewings guide 

Refurbishments: Pricing, builders, maintenance and everything

Working with and negotiating suppliers 

Letting or selling (choosing agents, listing, pics, dressing & more)

Common mistakes and how to fix them 

Your FAQs and the TejTalks DOs and DON'Ts  



I also add these in for free as part

of the workshop.

EXTRAS

Access to my eLearning libary:

Beginners Pack with contracts,
spreadsheets, tips & eBooks+



MY FOLLOW UP
INCLUDED WITH THE WORKSHOP

MONTH 1

1.5 day workshop course

MONTH 3

60 minute follow up F2F

or Zoom call to check your

progress and help you

MONTH 6

30 minute Zoom call to

check your progress and

answer any questions



IMPORTANT 
HOW LONG WILL THIS TAKE?

1.5 days

WHERE DO WE MEET?

My house, your house or over Zoom

WHAT IS MY INVESTMENT?

The workshop is £1,500

CAN ANYONE DO THIS?

No, I only work with people I believe will take

action, there is an application process.



SOCIAL MEDIA

Tej.talks // Tej Singh

EMAIL ADDRESS

hello@tejinvests.com

PHONE NUMBER

07934 063 722

CONTACT US
TO BOOK A PLACE

I'm looking forward 

to working 

with you!

http://tejinvests.com/

